
Giving recognition awards and gifts that meet the level of accomplishment of their 
goal setters is one of the most important contributions a top management makes 

toward the continuing success of their enterprise.

This brochure overview and our web site are full of examples that demonstrate
how our world class team of designers can help you say 

thank you to your most important contributors. 

You’ll like working directly with our creative team and love the �nished 
awards you get to present.
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COMMUNITY

Typical Testimonial:
I got it!! Thank you so much for an
absolutely stunning work product
with above-and-beyond customer
service!! It is really a piece of art, this
deal toy!!! Nice, substantial weight, 
crisp, �awless edges and �nish.

- Lock Lord, LLP.
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Visit our websites:

To be chosen as the
designers for significant 

events is a privilege and an 
honor that we receive often.

We are asked to reach the stars and 
we always come through.
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CUSTOM ACRYLIC, LUCITE 
& DEAL TOYS

Typical Testimonial:
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"Marvin and his team were 
fantastic in making our design 
concept come alive. As a design �rm, 
our goal is to make our clients vision 
come alive and help guide them to the 
best solution. Once we had created that 
vision on paper we needed to work with a 
vendor that could work through the details 
and be patient with our needs to create a 
successful piece and the Flexi Display team 
nailed it! Our client said we exceeded their 
expectations and the individuals who 
received the �nal product we also impressed. 
I recommend, with 100% con�dence, 
the services of Flexi Display" 

- Prevalent Design
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Creative Custom Lucite & Acrylic

Visit our websites:

For years we have been the go-to professionals 
developing unique and special awards and gift ideas for 

people who have accomplished great 
achievements. Whether the need is for one piece or 1000 

pieces our creative designers take ideas and turn them into 
beautiful exciting awards. We create deal gifts and 

tombstones that can be designed with 
embedments, multiple levels of fabrication and can 

include metal, stone or wood components. 

Good design is an art and what people like most about us is 
how our designers can listen to your wants and needs and 
create a way for you to get the perfect award that meets 

your requirements.

You want something special, that’s what we do! 
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Crystal awards, trophies and 

deal gifts can be very different 

and unique when our designers get 

involved and take your idea and bring it 

to fruition. Sometimes you don’t know what 

you want and want the comfort of working with 

a designer that can help you get to an idea that you 

love. Our creative team asks appropriate questions; 

and offers suggestions that usually

cause clients to say:

“You got it, I like it, let’s go with it”!

CUSTOM CRYSTAL

Thank you for helping us to execute
an incredible event!

The awards were BEAUTIFUL!!
You’ve got a fan for life in me and I 
will share your contact details with all 
the planners I know. You were the 
consummate professional. You bobbed
and weaved with everything we
threw at you and came up shining!

- Univision
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Typical Testimonial:
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Creative & unique custom crystal

Visit our websites:
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CUSTOM METAL

When you want to have an award made of one of the 
metals, we have plenty to offer. Our designers 

are used to working with all the popular 
 metals and then some that are more 

         unusual. Whether you have ideas or
         leave it up to us, you’ll like 

                the way we bring 
                         concepts to life.Your awards are absolutely beautiful.

We couldn’t be happier with what you 
have designed for us! To be able to 
present such a unique award to our 
Honorees makes us very proud.

- WHCHC
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Typical Testimonial:
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Incredible custom metal awards

Visit our websites:
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CUSTOM PLAQUES

Not all plaques are created equal. 
Clients come to us all the time and want 
something different in a plaque design. 
Our creative team knows how to ask 
questions, take the answers given and go 
into their creative mode to create something 
new and unique. You don’t have to settle for 
average when you work with us.

I received the plaque when I got to work 
this morning and it looked great!! 
Awesome job!!!  I have already sent
 your information to some people that 
were at Chief Rauscher’s retirement 
party today and were interested in
where we had the plaque made.  I look 
forward to working with your again 
on the next project.

- Lakeland Fire Department
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Typical Testimonial:
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Tremendously creative custom plaques

Visit our websites:
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Not all plaques are created equal. 
Clients come to us all the time and want 
something different in a plaque design. 
Our creative team knows how to ask 
questions, take the answers given and go 
into their creative mode to create something 
new and unique. You don’t have to settle for 
average when you work with us.
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Visit our websites:

STOCK RESIN AWARDS

Our designers know how to use resin 
materials to shape into awards and 
gifts that will have your recipients 
proud and appreciative of the 
thought that went into them.

Good design is an art. What people 
like most about us is how our 
designers can listen to your wants 
and needs and create a way for you 
to get the perfect award that meets 
your requirements.

Typical Testimonial:
My boss had a unique idea for a 
tangible symbol that demonstrated 
his handing o� his responsibilities 
to someone he has worked with 
and mentored for years.  He had
 this idea of a runner’s baton on 
a base. The creative people at 
awardsIDEAS came up with a 
clear baton in our colors with a 
message embedded within the 
baton. They created a beautiful 
base that it sits on. The end product 
was very unique and impresses
everyone who sees it. This is the 
second  totally custom award 
Marvin at awardsIDEAS has created 
for us and he has come through 
each time.

- Monsanto

Inspiring resin cast awards
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CUSTOM STONE

We couldn’t be happier with the 
service and the product that we 
got from AwardsIDEAS.com. 
The green marble obelisks were 
very attractive and the turnaround 
time was great!

- Partners Asthma Center
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Typical Testimonial:
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Fun & WOW inducing custom stone

Visit our websites:

Custom stone awards are 
made of real stone and are 
shaped into a design that I 

promise will delight you and 
your recipients. Not everyone 
works with stone, we do and 

we love to take crushed stone 
and turn it into a grand shape 
and design. They will always 

create a WOW feeling for 
your recipients.
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STOCK ACRYLIC
AWARDS

Thank you for making me look good
over and over again on these trophies!

- DMI,Inc.
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Typical Testimonial:
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Outstanding acrylic & lucite awards

Visit our websites:

We take raw 
acrylic, individual sheets 

of different colors and thicknesses 
and, using different decorating 

processes our design team turns these 
components into awesome awards. 

We can design these awards 
to include metals, stone and wood if that’s 
what you want. Our website has hundreds 
of examples to get ideas from or find one 

that you like as you see it. Our stock 
awards often can end up giving you an 

idea which we can redesign to 
work for you.
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Visit our websites:

CULTURED STONE

We have a large selection of well 
thought out cultured stone awards 

that are a big success for many of our 
clients and your recipients will love 
them. Used as awards or gifts these 
beautiful products will make a very 

nice thank you for any occasion. The 
gifts and awards you see here may 

also give you ideas for custom 
products we can design for you.

I worked with Mr. Marvin Weisenthal and his
team on the design of a unique and special
award for our champions and received 
delivery earlier this month. The awards
we ordered came in exactly as we
had designed them with no
errors, delivered early, on
budget and all as promised.

- Whitney Damron

Typical Testimonial:

Incredible cultured stone awards
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Visit our websites:

JEWELRY

Thank you! Thank you!
The award you created for us 
was magical.

- International Sound Therapy 
  Association

Typical Testimonial:

You’ll be looking good with our jewelry!

We are one company that can do 
it all for you when it comes to your 

recognition needs.
Our creative designers can develop 

lapel pins, pendants, corporate rings, 
earrings, badges, belt buckles, tie 
bars and whatever kind of jewelry 

you require. Whether basic metals or 
precious metals, we can design 

what’s appropriate for 
your need.
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CUSTOM COINS & MEDALLIONS

Medallions and coins can be made of 
many different metals or stone and be perfect for 

recognition or as a handy reminder.
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I too want to thank you for doing 
such a great job on these! Everyone 
is talking about how cool and 
unique they are. Thanks again for 
turning around a great product in 
such a short amount of time!

- BD Diagnostics

Typical Testimonial:
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Everyone wins with our medallions

Visit our websites:

We can be your one stop shop for big 
awards, small awards and gifts. Custom coins 

and medallions make great stand alone presentations 
or can be part of a larger award. Let us brainstorm with 

you how your gift can end up in someone’s pocket or as 
a desk weight to become a part of your recipients 

everyday life. 
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STOCK METAL AWARDS

Our selection of stock metal awards 
is broad and awesome. People love what we have 
created from different metals and your recipients 
will love them also. Again, if you like an idea and 
want to change it we can help do that when the 
 situation warrants it.
 
       Being designers we can help 
         you end up with what 
           you want.
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The deal cubes were an absolute
hit and the way you did the three 
overlays was really, really neat.
A huge success, as usual. Thank
you so much!!!

- Hecate Energy

Typical Testimonial:
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Impactful & exciting metal awards

Visit our websites:
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Visit our websites:

CUSTOM CORPORATE SEALS & SIGNS

You want a seal or sign that looks prestigious, 

stands out and represents your professional 

image and we can deliver it. Our designers have 

many ways to design what you’re looking for. 

You’ll be working directly with our 

design team and like the way they 

support your requests.

Our plaques arrived this morning 
and we are thrilled with them! Kudos
to all of you! You were able to translate 
the idea in my head onto marble – no 
easy feat! You were accommodating, 
creative, timely, very reasonably priced. 
Now we have a custom product that 
re�ects our �rm’s more modern 
outlook – no boring brass and wood 
plaque!

Thanks again for being so wonderful 
to work with and for meeting our 
deadline.

- Bourgeois Bennett CPAs

Typical Testimonial:

Create an impact with quality seals
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Visit our websites:

CUSTOM RECOGNITION
WALLS

When you want to create a recognition wall 
that recognizes donors or achievements, 

you’ll be pleased with what we can do for 
you. Every donor wall is different. You’ll like 

the way our design team can work with 
you to make your wall look important, 

prestigious and professional.

The Block M awards you completed for 
us are great, and they’ve been well
received by our alumni.
Thanks to you and your team.

- Alumni Association

Typical Testimonial:

Unique custom recognition walls
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Visit our websites:

PERPETUAL AWARDS

We have many stock perpetual awards 
and can create custom ones that will 
create continuity for you in an awards 
program. You’ll love working directly 
with our creative team to brainstorm 

ideas that end up in awesome 
awards or gifts.

We presented the awards today and
everyone loved them! The “big” 
plaques were well received, but it 
was the small trucks that stole the
show! Thank you SO much for 
working with me so patiently and
exceeding our expectations!

- Jones Logistics, LLC.

Typical Testimonial:

Unique perpetual awards
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In addition to our awards, you might need 
other collateral materials like decorations, 

displays, banners, brochures, attendee gifts, 
etc. The creative team you work with can be 

your one team that does it all for you.

The next page will show examples of two 
typical recognition programs along with

the creativity and products involved.

OUR BIG
PICTURE
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Besides our beautiful 
recognition awards, we also 
o�er ideas, programs and 
products that support the 
whole process of encouraging 
your team to take the steps 
they need towards reaching 
successful goals.

Have More Success 
with your Corporate 
Recognition 
Program!

Goal achievement requires:
   Recognition of what is to change
    A goal or accomplishment to achieve
    An invite to participate in the initiative
    Kick-o� date
    Support materials

We design and produce support
materials to help you:
   Remind people of your goal
    Explain what is at stake
    Measure progress
    Encourage persistence
    Promote a recognition ceremony

Our creative, one-stop-shop capabilities allow your activities
to have synergy, maximum impact, and an overall coordinated appearance.

Call us today at 1-800-875-1725 

Promote your company 
initiatives and goals 
with employee 
awareness ideas.

Here are two typical recognition programs with ideas that are often included:
Start with corporate banners and posters describing the goal and setting a completion date.

Incorporate posters promoting goals, awareness, quality and setting a completion date.

Have a simple fold over brochure with information pertaining to the goal.

Use inexpensive token gifts with a themed logo promoting involvement and a strong effort.

And of course... Your beautiful AwardsIDEAS awards!

Use our portable display with monitor in lobbies, break areas and conference rooms to promote your program and award event.

Banners Banners

Posters Posters

Brochures

Displays

Awards Awards

Brochures

Promotional Gifts

Displays

CLICK HERE
to search our

database of over
800,000

products!
www.awarenessIDEAS.com

CLICK HERE
to see our

Flexi Display
and other 

displays
www.�exidisplay.com

Promotional Gifts
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ORDERING AWARDS IS AS EASY
AS 1-2-3!
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Discuss Details

Email Rendering

Final Award

7.5”

8”

NMV
VISIONARY

Tom CorneliusOur creative team will discuss your project with you and get 
to know your objective, design ideas, timing and your 
approximate budget. Budget reference is important 
because we can take a design idea and develop it to 
include more or less amenities, components, size, colors, 
shapes and types of materials to meet your needs. Some 
clients want the very best; others want a great looking 
award that fits within a more modest budget. We customize
your order to meet your needs.

Our design consultants will discuss concept ideas with 
you and together you’ll get an idea or a direction. Our 
designers will create a rendering to show you how the 
award will look. This will give you a realistic view of the 
final custom award.

If the quantity warrants it and there is time, we would 
suggest getting a pre-production sample made so you 
can see exactly what you’re getting. At that time you can 
still make changes if needed. You’ll give a final approval 
for production and we will complete the project in the 
quickest possible time to meet your event date.

Visit our websites:




